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Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.  My name is Sevim McCutcheon, and I’ll be speaking to you about how to integrate Enhance and NACO work into experiences for pre-professionals.  This presentation is based on an article with a similar title, written by me and three others, colleagues Peter Lisius and Margaret Maurer, and former graduate student Jacob Schaub
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What We’ll Cover

 Background
 Managing the process and the people
 Training pre-professionals
 Enhance
 NACO in ETDs, Music and AV
 Pre-professional’s perspective
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What we’ll coverBackgroundManaging the process and the peopleTraining pre-professionalsEnhance NACO, particularly as applied to ETDs, Music and AVPre-professional’s perspective



Definitions and Context

 KSU system 
– 14 libraries (branches, regional campuses)
– About 2 million volumes
– Participate in Enhance and NACO 
– SLIS program on the Kent campus

 Pre-professionals:
– Graduate student assistants
– Practicum students
– Recently graduated volunteers
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Let me share a little bit about us.Rather large system, member of ARL (Association of Research Libraries)Founding member of OCLC.  In the past few years our original catalogers have gained the ability to Enhance OCLC records in various formats, and we’ve also gained independence in creating Name Authority Records. But rest assured, although we’ll talk about Enhance and NACO in the context of preprofessional contributions, it’s not necessary to be involved in either to gain benefits from working with preprofessionals.  We _do_ have a library school on campus, again, that’s not a prerequisite for gaining contributions from preprofessionals. Especially in this age of online education, the nearest School of Library and Information Science may be far away while its students are close enough to do some resume building at your institution.  It’s just a matter of getting connected.So who do we mean when we say preprofessionals: we mean graduate students from the school of library and information science, either current or recently graduated.  These come in the form of paid graduate student assistants (GSAs) who are generally on the job for two to four semesters, practicum students working for college credit for one semester, or unpaid volunteers, who are often recent graduates desiring to keep their skills sharp while waiting for that first job.  



Caveats

 Free labor isn’t free 
– Training time is a major commitment
– Tapers off as preprofessional gains independence
– Find ways to reward: learning, resume building, etc.

 Best managed as temporary employees
– Interview beforehand
– On-the-job training and supervision
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 As you may already be aware, free labor isn’t really free. There are overhead costs associated with providing this sort of experience, costs such as recruitment, orientation, training and resource allocation.   The only way to justify sponsoring preprofessionals is to make sure the library gains at least as much as it gives.  We’ll talk today about ways to structure the graduate student’s experience to maximize benefits for the library as well as for the student. It also helps to think of them as very temporary employees and to apply the same best practices as are applied for regular employees. It’s the same cycle: planning; recruitment; induction and orientation; training and supervision; evaluation; and severance and assessment. It simply is repeated more frequently.



Why Do It?

 Sense of responsibility toward students
 Inadequate personnel budget and lines
 It’s fun!
 It’s flexible!
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Why do it? The work has been motivated by a sense of responsibility, both on the part of the library in providing a lab for the only library school in the state, and on the part of the library school towards its students and their need for practical application of what is taught in the classroom. University Libraries also provides pre-professional experiences because there isn’t enough money or personnel lines to hire the people needed to get work done as quickly as it could be done by pre-professionals. While practicum students, volunteers, student employees, internship participants and other sorts of apprentice librarians aren’t really free, they are certainly less expensive than full-time employees. Plus, graduate students tend to be enthusiastic and are fun to work with. Their refreshing presence changes the tone of the workplace. Also, they really are very temporarily “employed” and therefore won’t be at the library that long anyway, so jobs can be more easily redesigned as priorities shift, and any unanticipated problematic situations depart with the pre-professional. 



Best Practices For Managing

As you would for other employees

 Create a position description

 Recruit

 Interview
– Expect a résumé
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Let’s start with ways to manage these very temporary employees.A brief position description lays out what duties a potential preprofessional will be assigned, and also any prerequisites. Here also, think about how the various flavors of preprofessionals can be rewarded, and thus motivated to continue. Practicum students are fulfilling the requirements for the capstone experience for Kent’s School of Library and Information Science (SLIS), and these students must be guaranteed an educational experience. Even so, one study found that for every one hour of training, the institution gained five hours of work from practicum students. Graduate student assistants can be expected do some repetetive tasks in exchange for the wage they are paid. Volunteers often perform similar tasks, but must be given some educational benefit as a trade. Additionally, we all enjoy the potluck appreciation parties meant to reward preprofessionals among us!Recruiting can often be done through library schools.  There are student electronic discussion lists, flyers and Facebook pages, as well as relationships with library school colleagues. Interviewing to separate good candidates from poor ones can prevent some expensive mistakes.  While it is easier to tell a volunteer or a student employee that his or her services are no longer needed than it is to fire a regular employee, the process of getting to the realization that the situation is failing can be a long and painful one.  Interviews can reveal actual skill sets, working style, and aptitudes, such as the ability to make connections among disparate things. Expect a resume for sure, and you may even wish to check references.



Best Practices For Managing

As you would for other employees

 Orient
 Train
 Evaluate performance
 Assess situation
 Repeat!
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Orient the new preprofessionals to people they’ll be working with, as well as work rules and culture.  Although training a new person in technical services often involves a great deal of one-on-one time, there are ways to make it more efficient.  While for the supervisor, the first few experiences of training are especially labor intensive, each can generate some standard training tools and procedures to make subsequent training of future preprofessionals less of an issue.  Try using canned training tools when possible, such as MARC tutorials already on the web. Initially the graduate students work must be checked promptly and carefully, in order to ensure that the student get into good habits. As time goes on, the preprofesssional should evolve into greater independence, and a sense of when to ask for assistance.When the graduate student leaves, an exit interview may be scheduled. This step accomplishes two purposes. It informs the department of the graduate student’s progress with his or her particular projects. It also provides an opportunity for the graduate student to assess their experiences, which if taken seriously can significantly improve the experiences of future students and the library.Following these steps increases the chances that the preprofessioanal experience will be a productive and rewarding experience for all, and helps ensure that supervisors will happily take on another. 



Initial Training Tools and Techniques

 Personal Intranet page with resources
 Dual monitors
 Delegation
 “Walk me through…”
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Let’s get more specifically into tools and methods of training. Providing each pre-professional with an individual Intranet page facilitates training. These pages are personalized, concise and focused. They provide links to a variety of digital resources including software needed to do their work, international standards, local best practices, documentation, library catalogs and tutorials. Most recently the library has begun experimenting with the use of dual monitors. Having two monitors makes it possible to place reference tools and resources on one monitor, and refer to them while having the second monitor as a workspace. The goal of initial training and orientation is to provide the new graduate student or volunteer with the basic skills needed to catalog in as efficient and effective manner as possible. One technique for accomplishing this is to divide up the training tasks.  For example, my colleague consistently orients new preprofessionals to the ILS while I orient them to MARC fields.  When appropriate, we have a current, trained preprofessional assist in training the new person.  This not only frees the supervisors time from teaching the basics, but also gives the trained preprofessional another responsibility to talk about at a job interview.Verifying the knowledge gained by any new pre-professional is accomplished at this point by asking them to verbally walk through sample bibliographic and item records. The supervisor then fills in any knowledge gaps. By the time the initial phase of training is completed, the new apprentice is capable of searching the local catalog and OCLC WorldCAT, can use Cataloger’s Desktop and Classification Web, can identify and explain the purpose of several common MARC fields and subfields, and has a general understanding of procedures and policies within the unit. The groundwork is now laid for true cataloging.



Flavors of Cataloging

 Copy
– “What do you notice?  What’s different about this 

record?”

 Adaptive

 Original
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We at KSU identify three flavors of cataloging.  Copy cataloging is straightforward finding of suitable matching records, with no editing involved.  Adaptive cataloging involves finding a matching record that doesn’t meet local standards for quality or thoroughness, and editing bringing it up to snuff.  Original cataloging is creating bibliographic records from scratch. In copy cataloging, the preprofessional must be taught to distinguish between acceptable copy and copy that should be routed to a professional for editing.  This is time consuming, as it’s not enough to have them notice just the encoding level.  Documentation and checklists are kept handy.  A common question from the supervisor may be, “What do you notice about this record that’s different than the others we’ve seen so far?” Once they are able to notice anomalies outside their frame of reference that require attention, the pre-professionals begin to work on sets of ten records at a time, simply determining whether records meet local criteria. They do not yet have the independence to load without review; then once feedback is provided, they process the records into the local catalog. When the trainee has found the correct match for several dozen bibliographic records with no errors of significance, they begin to work more independently, and thereafter are only spot-checked.



Adaptive

 Role reversal
– “Walk me through it”

 Enhance authorization to replace 
master records

 Communication within Connexion 
– My status “Megan ETD questions”
– 999 notes
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We at KSU are committed to editing according to national standards, then contributing those edits to master records for the benefit of all who use them.  We do this through replacing either by using an Enhance authorization, or more recently, through the Expert Community Experiment.  Thus as preprofessionals transition from copy to adaptive cataloging, we teach them to edit then save bib records to an online save file for review.  Once feedback is given and adaptive cataloging corrected, the preprofessional logs on to a Project N. Hance authorization to replace the record.Guiding students to the correct answer is preferred over simply telling it to them. An example of this technique is to point out an error, direct them to the source material and ask them for an explanation, or to ask them to walk the supervisor through their process and explain their thinking. This is similar to another method of teaching, role-reversal of teacher and student. For example, a graduate student may be assigned material to learn with the expectation that they will, in turn, teach their instructor what they have learned. Knowledge gaps are revealed, and the teacher gets a refresher course as well. Feedback is generally given face-to-face especially at first, in order to facilitate discussion. The trainees preferred learning style helps determine the method used for review.  Some learn best from before and after printouts, marked with a pen then discussed.  Some save electronic pre-and post edited records in the online save file for retrieval.  We make extensive use of the “My status” feature in Connexion to communicate and stay organized.  A typical My status might be the persons name followed by the type of work they’re doing, and a brief note as to where it is in the process.  As the preprofessional gains skills, there’s still a need for feedback, though not necessarily face to face.  Notes in the bib record can suffice.  We use the local field 999 to communicate back and forth.  A preprofessional may ask a non-urgent question there, or explain his logic in making a certain choice.  A reviewer can use another 999 field to answer, correct, or comment.



Original Cataloging

 Build up from copy and adaptive

and/or

 ETDs
– Subject and classification complexity
– Personal name ambiguities
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Once the preprofessional has a firm grasp of both copy and adaptive cataloging, the department is poised to gain the most benefit from the student’s work.At this point the preprofessional might be set loose on original cataloging, as the logical next step up in complexity from previous work.  This involves honing skills already acquired in descriptive cataloging, while learning new skills of subject analysis and classification.There is another route to creating an original cataloger, however – to provide material with cookie-cutter description, but challenging subjects.  This we do in our original cataloging practicum involving ETDs, electronic theses and dissertations.  Each description is remarkably like another, but the topics vary vastly.  Theses and dissertations are among the toughest to catalog in terms of subject analysis and classification, because they are often on cutting-edge topics.  Training methods for previous flavors of cataloging can be re-used though, with this and another aspect of ETDs: personal names.  Often the name the dissertation writer provides on the author submission form that shows up on the ETD website differs in form or length from the name the writer provided on the actual title page – or the name is simply a common one, already in the database, and needs disambiguation.  These name quirks provide great fodder for creating Name Authority records through the NACO program.   



NACO—Music and AV

 Relevant NACO funnels to music and AV:
– NACO Music Project (NMP)
– NACO-AV Project

 Factors necessary in introducing NACO to 
workflow:
– Competency
– Longevity of experience
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In addition to ETDs, music and AV are a fine source of names for NACO work. While Name Authority Records from ETDs are submitted directly, those for Music and AV and submitted through NACO funnels: These are the NACO Music Project (NMP)NACO-AV ProjectThe trainees are taught to create and disambiguate name headings in bibliographic records. They then determine when an authority record is needed. Using the OCLC authority generating macro, their heading is transformed into an authority record, which is saved in the online save file, and routed for review. NACO catalogers then contribute these to the national name authority file. Not all pre-professionals performing original cataloging achieve this level of skill. A special combination of skill level, aptitude and length of apprenticeship are required. This type of training is especially labor-intensive. It is recommended that this opportunity be offered only where the trainee will be working long enough for the library to benefit.



Pre-Professional Cataloger’s 
Perspective

 Background from SLIS coursework

 Training in University Libraries
– Hands-on experience
– One-on-one instruction
– Joint review of work
– Grouping of assignments
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Now let me pass on some information from a pre-professional’s perspective.The Background preprofessionals get from SLIS coursework covers Basic cataloging tools/methods for monographsSome non-book materials coveredThere are four major Benefits of training in University LibrariesHands-on experience with large amounts of material, both original and copyOne-on-one instructionWhere the preprofessional gets the personal insight/experience of the catalogerCorrected printouts, which can be kept for future referenceJoint review of workOffers student benefit of actual “field practice” as experienced by the actual catalogerCareful grouping of assignmentsMaximizes exposure to idiosyncrasies within formats, particularly music and AV



Pre-Professional Cataloger’s 
Perspective

 Cataloging standards/reference materials
– Library school introduction: Advisable, but not absolutely 

necessary
– In-library training: greater exposure to what constitutes 

quality cataloging

 Quality control in OCLC
– Input of experienced cataloger important
– Can more easily learn efficiency without sacrificing accuracy

 NACO authority work 
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When it comes to learning cataloging standards, and becoming familiar with reference materials, a Library school introduction is advisable.  Though not absolutely necessary, it accelerates learning process considerablyThen In-library training gives greater exposure to what constitutes quality catalogingHow it should lookHow it should function within sphere of local catalogingHow it should look within OCLC In learning quality control in OCLCInput of experienced cataloger importantAccuracy in novice catalogers couldn’t be developed as quickly without itCan more easily learn efficiency without sacrificing accuracy Important in nearly every professional situationExposure to NACO—invaluable for apprentice catalogers in seeking library employment



Pre-Professional Cataloger’s 
Perspective

 Overall success and related responsibilities 
of the pre-professional
– Versatility
– Past experience in subject area
– Language experience
– Willingness to explore new subject areas

 Work with KSU catalogers—decisive factor in 
gaining employment
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The successful preprofessional generally has these traits: Versatility— in prioritizing and time management, but also a willingness to draw on past experienceLanguage experience is a plus. Willingness to explore new subject areasWorking with professional catalogers can be a decisive factor in gaining employmentOnce employed, the new professional often sees that majority of day-to-day work involves precisely what they’ve been trained to do



Concluding Statements

 Best practices in administration, 
management and strategic planning

 Mutual benefits for both institution and pre-
professionals

 “Winning Strategy for All!”
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several factors are key in introducing Enhance and NACO work to pre-professionalsFirst, the focus on Best practices in administration, management and strategic planning1) these are necessary to create a sustainable system2) Specific training methods employed will maximize learning and efficiencies for both pre-professionals and library3) Set up Protocols for managing NACO and Enhance authorizations, or alternatively, protocols for how the replace command may be used by those involved in the Expert Community.Providing hands-on experiences gives Mutual benefits for both institution and pre-professionalsPre-professionals benefit from…Experience-based learning programs which foster the development of skill-sets immediately useful upon employmentThe library benefits because…Large amounts of material can be cataloged a cheaper cost than hiring other professionals or paraprofessionalsOCLC WorldCat database also improved through EnhancementsProfession benefits from carefully trained pre-professionals in a technical services environmentGiven some planning, incorporating student assistants, practicum students, volunteers and other types of pre-professionals in high-level cataloging work can be a “winning strategy for all.”



Coming Soon…

Lisius, Peter H., Margaret Beecher Maurer, 
Sevim McCutcheon, and Jacob Schaub. 

“Integrating Enhance and NACO Work into Pre-
Professional Experiences: a Winning 
Strategy for All.” Cataloging & Classification 
Quarterly. Fall 2010.
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As I mentioned before, this presentation is based on an article of a similar title.  It is scheduled to be published in Cataloging & Classification Quarterly this fall. 
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